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Reviewer's report:

This manuscript presents a narrative review of the Kids, walking and weakness: a review of gait and functional ambulation in paediatric neuromuscular disease. The manuscript is poorly well written and it is unclear what this review adds to what is already known and have been published earlier. No clear research question seems to be formulated, the conclusions are unclear and other major concerns with this manuscript that make it not acceptable for publication.

My specific comments are stated below. Overall, several important issues need to be addressed and some are of methodological character which requires a considerable revision of the paper.

1. I recommend formulating a specific research question and performing a meta-analysis to answer the question.

3. Methods: Was the study registered at PROSPERO?

4. Methods - literature search and selection: Please outline the exact search string or provide an appendix with the search strategy with specific search outcomes for each search and combinations.

5. Methods - literature search and selection: Did you restrict study selection on any language?

6. Methods. The authors have not performed a systematic review, according to international standards PRISMA Guidelines, so they do not provide specific numerical data.

Results: Please, provide clear results and describe them. Use appropriate statistics.

Within your discussion, outline your results, discuss their novelty and their application to practice.

Also, please include conclusions section in order to reflect only the study findings.
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